
PASCAL SENDER

is proud to present at Luxembourg Art Week TAKE OFF

Under the patronage of the
Swiss Embassy in Luxembourg

I'm A Painter



At Luxembourg Art Week,
ARTSCAPE will present
young Swiss artist Pascal
Sender with a
performance that
connects
local and global
audiences by live
streaming the event on
the internet.

Pascal Sender



Luxembourg Art Week
TAKE OFF 2016
Wednesday 9 to 
Sunday 13 November

Live performance
by Pascal Sender
Wednesday, 9
November at 7.00 pm
In the presence of his
Excellency Urs Hammer,
Ambassador of
Switzerland in
Luxembourg.

Performance



During the fair, Pascal
Sender will be painting at
the booth. TAKE OFF
visitors will be able to
interact with the artist
and take part in the
creative process.
Simultaneously the
performance will be
streamed live on the
internet.

Painting



The virtually created
paintings in the live
stream will be projected
on the wall of the booth.
Both audiences, online
and in situ, will observe
the artist performing. The
Luxembourg audience
will be able to follow the
comments posted by
internet users on the wall
of the booth.

Projection



The pictures painted
during the performance
as well as earlier
performance works by
Pascal Sender will be on
display at the booth
and are for sale from
ARTSCAPE during TAKE
OFF. Works on paper will
be available for 100 to
300 euros. Other works
by Pascal Sender are
available at request. 

Purchase



Born 1988 in Locarno, Sender hails from Sankt Gallen, Switzerland. He has recently
graduated as a master student of Peter Doig from Kunstakademie Düsseldorf.
Sender explores space by extending drawing and painting with digital techniques
and video.

Pascal Sender

After some years as a graffiti artist, Sender entered the Academy at a very young
age. Leaving the street behind, he developed a mastery of painting techniques
using oil, acrylic, watercolour and spray cans. Sender's work evolves around three
strands that relate to the environment in which they originate, the studio, the
street, and the web.

His latest field of creative activity are interactive painting performances that he
streams via the web to the internet community. Everywhere in the world people
connect via live stream to the artist while he's at work. They interact with the artist
by commenting on or simply liking what they see. Sender not only allows the
audience to have a look in his studio, but invites the public to join in the creative
process by giving him instructions that may influence what people can see in the
art work.  ARTSCAPE will show this work at Luxembourg Art Week TAKE OFF.



In his studio, Sender
predominantly works onhighly
architectural compositions
show no traces of human
bodies or animals, yet they tell
their own story of human kind
in the urban environment of
our times.
Sender's painting technique is
as sophisticated as the
structures in his studio works:
he paints in oil in several layers,
sometimes mixed with acrylic
and spray paint.

Ypsilon 2015 100 x 70, oil and miexd
media on canvas

Cityscapes of complex
spatial tissues



While at art school in
London, Sender has
worked on the series
No Place. He has
created 8 miniatures in
15 x 15 cm where he
has mounted the
highly fragile canvas
on wood panels.

Sophisticated
craftmanship



Baustellenbild, oil on canvas



Mural in Düsseldorf Bilk

Sender produces major works in the public urban space
where he plays with perspectives of the city scape.



Yellow Guitar, interactive painting from 12 July 2016

On the evening of 12 July, Pascal Sender gave a live performance painting
a 200 x 300 cm canvas via the periscope app. 



Sender sometimes
asks the audience to
guide his hand on
live stream.



Pascal Sender's work is
populated with letters
and writing. Coming
from street art and
graffiti, these pictorial
elements can take a
central position, taking
on the role of building
blocks of a painting.

An architecture
constructed from
words



Fox, 2016, 30 x 42 cm, watercolour



Pascal Senders works
resulting from live
performances speak of the
incredible creative energy
that owns this young
painter. They come across
as extremely spontaneous
and full of varied,
sometimes contradictory
elements which the artist
unites into a perfectly
balanced and well thought
through composition.

A refined
spontaneity



ARTSCAPE was founded in 2015 by Christine Kieffer and
Stefanie Zutter as a nomadic gallery. ARTSCAPE
established itself with the People/Identities project, a series
of in situ performances at local enterprises with Franco-
German painter Susanne Strassmann followed by a
solo exhibition of the artist at House17.

ARTSCAPE brings international art to Luxembourg
while creating meaningful connections between the artists,
their work and the local scene.

www.artscape.lu

Christine Kieffer
christine@artscape.lu
+352 691 483 014

Stefanie Zutter
stefanie@artscape.lu
+352 691 129 200

https://www.instagram.com/artscapeluxembourg/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/artscape-contemporary-art-luxembourg?trk=top_nav_home
https://www.facebook.com/artscapeLuxembourg2015/

